The brain has the ability to sense, coordinate, and respond to environmental changes through biological processes involving activity-dependent gene expression. cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB)-regulated transcription coactivators (CRTCs) have recently emerged as novel transcriptional regulators of essential biological functions, while their deregulation is linked to age-related human diseases. In the brain, CRTCs are unique signaling factors that act as sensors and integrators of hormonal, metabolic, and neural signals contributing to brain plasticity and brain-body communication. In this review, we focus on the regulatory mechanisms and functions of CRTCs in brain metabolism, lifespan, circadian rhythm, and synaptic mechanisms underlying memory and emotion. We also discuss how CRTCs deregulation in cognitive and emotional disorders may provide the basis for potential clinical and therapeutic applications in neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases.
Introduction
'Mens sana in corpore sano' (Satire X, Juvenal), states that a healthy mind exists in a healthy body, whereas harmful habits or diseases impact negatively on mind and brain function. Brainbody communication is vital for health status and when disrupted, especially in chronic degenerative or psychiatric illnesses, it acts negatively on body function.
CRTCs: Novel Transcriptional Players of Multiple Biological Functions
The brain is an exceptional regulator of body homeostasis due to its ability to sense, coordinate, and respond to changes in the environment. How the brain regulates a variety of molecular signals that modulate brain-body communication (e.g., hormones and neurotransmitters) is not fully understood. In the past decade, CRTC-dependent transcriptional control of gene expression has emerged as a central regulatory mechanism of cell and tissue function, whereas its deregulation is involved in cancer as well as immunological and age-related metabolic disorders [1] . Discovered as transcriptional regulators of CREB (see Glossary), the function of CRTCs is broader than initially expected. CRTCs regulate not only metabolic homeostasis in peripheral tissues but also maintain body energy balance by acting directly in the brain. Thus, CRTCs are unique signaling factors that act directly on brain function but also on brain-body communication by linking energy-sensing and environmental signals with metabolism, circadian rhythm, and synaptic function (Figure 1, Key Figure) . In addition, CRTC1 connects synaptic activity with CREB-dependent transcription, a synapse-to-nucleus signaling process involved in neuronal development, survival, plasticity, and regeneration [2, 3] . The diverse cellular actions of CRTCs
Trends
CRTCs are novel regulators of neuronal circuits and brain-body communication.
CRTC1
regulates neuroplasticity genes involved in synaptic plasticity, memory, and emotional processes.
CRTC1 dysfunction is linked to psychiatric and age-related neurodegenerative diseases.
CRTCs are novel potential genetic factors and therapeutic targets for psychiatric and neurodegenerative diseases.
